
MONGE

The Monge headquarters in Monasterolo di Savigliano in the foothills of the Alps in northern Italy.
For decades, Monge has been a point of reference for Italian and foreign customers alike, a reliable
trustworthy partner for both today and tomorrow. Faithful to its mission, the company focuses each
project and investment in just one sector - pet food, which has been the company’s core business
since 1963.

Monge’s ability to cater to all distribution channels and position itself in all market segments has
provided the foundation for the Monge Group’s steady growth over the years. Monge has a team of
approximately 500 employees. The production and logistics plant covers an area of 55,000 square
meters while a company fleet of 36 vehicles guarantees fast on-time deliveries to the whole of Italy.
An extraordinary result, achieved thanks to the commitment of all its staff, and the strategic vision of
the Monge Family, which constantly seeks to cascade its love for animals, passion for work, and the
drive for quality and innovation, across the entire company. It is no coincidence that more and more
families at home and abroad choose the quality of Monge products for their four-legged friends
every day.

Caring for the well-being of pets and treating them as we would a member of the family, remains our
primary goal. And our main mission is to do so by looking to the future and prioritizing innovative
strategic visions that favour sustainable financial choices. All of this sets Monge apart, both as a
family and business. For nearly sixty years, it has demonstrated time and time again its innate ability
to combine tradition and renewal, maintaining solid values while reaching out to what is new.

Monge’s uniqueness is summed up by the payoff “The Italian pet food family”.
It encapsulates everything that sets the company apart from its competitors: a family of three
generations, committed to the company each and every day, working side by side with our
employees and those who, like us, care about our animal friends and their nutritional wellness. Our
products are strictly Made-in-Italy, both in terms of procuring local materials, and in terms of
concentrating production in a single site. They are nutritionally balanced, yet tasty and diversified
recipes, able to meet all the specific dietary needs of dogs and cats.

The values that stem from belonging to the local territory, and the passion that Monge has put into
serving its customers and creating its products for three generations, make the company truly unique
and special. As unique and special as is the attention it pays to its origins. Exclusively Made-in-Italy
recipes, with their select raw materials and high-quality fresh meats, have helped the company
achieve great national and international success.
Now acknowledged as “The Italian pet food family”, Monge sells its products to nearly 100 countries
worldwide.


